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Year 5
These are romping reads as well as stories that touch deeply. They are listed in a suggested order that leads towards
what Pie Corbett feels is the greatest novel ever written for children.

Madam Doubtfire
Anne Fine

Daniel and Miranda Hillard are separated and Miranda, a successful
businesswoman, severely limits the amount of time Daniel, an impractical,
out-of-work actor, is allowed to spend with their three children Lydia,
Christopher and Natalie. When Miranda decides to hire a nanny, however,
Daniel disguises himself as a woman and gets the job. The two eldest children
immediately know who "Madame Doubtfire" is, but the youngest and Miranda
are fooled. Daniel uses his disguise to spend time with his children. Miranda
comments that the house has never been run better. After Miranda discovers
Daniel's secret — and after one more terrible fight — both parents admit to
mistakes and make arrangements for Daniel to see his children more often

Kensuke's Kingdom
Michael Morpurgo
This is a treat for lovers of drama-filled stories. It tells of how a young boy
named Michael mysteriously disappears the night before his twelfth birthday.
The next morning, Michael finds himself washed up on a beach on a remote
island with a bowl of water and some grilled fish next to him.

Poetry Spine

The Works 4

Lost Magic – The very best of Brian Moses

Juggling with Gerbils

The Magic Box

Year 6
A selection of great novels for Year 6 children. These books are the reading rites of passage that pave the way for the
great literature that lies ahead. The books are intense reads, meaty books that are crafted beautifully. They will stay
with the reader forever. These books are life-changers. Do read them before sharing with the class as some touch on
challenging themes.

The Graveyard Book
Neil Gaiman

Coraline
Neil Gaiman

The White Horse of Zennor – The Giants Necklace story
Michael Morpurgo

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne

Poetry Spine
 Collected Poetry for Children
 Ted Hughes Collected – Poems for children
 The Works – KS2
 Carol Ann Duffy – new and collected poems for children

